Analysis of the performance of a model-based optimal auditory processor on a simultaneous masking task J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 101, 3149 (1997) Abstract. In this paper, we concentrate on the scheduling problem with interruption occurs in the parallel processor system. The situation happens when the availability of the unrelated parallel processors in the time slot decreases in certain time periods and its define as resource disruption. Our objective is to consider a recovery scheduling option for this issue to overcome the possibilities of having infeasibility of the original scheduling plan. Our approach for the recovery is task rescheduling which is to assign the tasks in the initial schedule plan to reflect the new restrictions. A recovery mixed integer linear programming model is proposed to solve the disruption problem. We also conduct a computational experiment using CPLEX 12.1 solver in AIMMS 3.10 software to analyze the performance of the model.
INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, parallel processing system normally has been apply in many of the real practice environment especially in manufacturing applications. However, sometimes there are uncertainties occur that might affect the original schedule and the main goal of the initial plan. In practice, disruption in scheduling is one of the most important unexpected problem which have to be concern about. In general, common disruptions are project network disruption such as changing order of customer requirement; resource disruption such as machine breakdown; and milestone disruption such as the task take more time to finish and change the target of the deadline Zhu et al. [1] . These disruption issues need to have attention because there are possibilities the performance measure of the initial schedule may not optimal or having infeasibility. In order to address this case, a correct recovery options have to be made to overcome the problem. There are options that normally considered for the recovery: rescheduling, mode alternative (eg. subcontracting and activity cancelation) and resource alternative Zhu et al. [1] . Our recovery decision is rescheduling because we aim to response the original schedule to the effect of disruption and keeps the changes at minimum level.
In this paper, we consider the existence of disruption on unrelated parallel processor scheduling problem. The disruption occur involving resource shortage where one of the parallel processor facing breakdown problem during the task allocation which give impact to the initial plan. Our objective is to reschedule the original unrelated parallel processor scheduling due to resource disruption that minimize the makespan. Following are the three field notations of Graham et al. [2] . We refer to this problem as R|disruption|C max . We develop a mixed integer programming assignment model to solve the problem. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the literature review of the recent work in the disruption area. Then, in Section 3, the detail of the disruption of the problem is discussed with the mathematical formulation. Section 4 conducts a simulation of the model. Lastly, Section 5 summaries the results.
LITERATURE REVIEW
The disruption problem in machine scheduling is another area that has been studying recently. Yu and Qi [3] have classified the area as disruption management. They have broadly discussed the general model and the range of application in the disruption field. They also agreed that rescheduling, which is also our approach, is required to revise, improve and update the original plan in its execution period due to any disruption or changes. The intensive review on the specific rescheduling environment can be found in Vieira et al. [4] and Aytug et al. [5] .
In this research, rescheduling for resource disruption is considered particularly for unrelated parallel processing systems and it is considered to be an NP hard problem (Azizoglu and Alagoz [6] ). Our problem is similar to the research addressed by Arnaout and Rabadi [7] ; Azizoglu and Alagoz [6] ; and Azizoglu and Alagoz [8] . Arnaout and Rabadi [7] defined different rules in solving the machine breakdown problem: right shift repair, fit job repair, partial rescheduling, and complete rescheduling. They considered the problem of having idle time between the tasks during execution on the machine whereas we consider a machine with no idle time between the tasks. In Azizoglu and Alagoz [6] and Azizoglu and Alagoz [8] , they proposed a Branch and Bound algorithm and an exponential time algorithm, respectively, to solve the machine disruption problem in minimizing the total flow time and total disruption cost. We continue the disruption problem on unrelated parallel processor problem with makespan as the performance measure.
UNRELATED PARALLEL PROCESSOR SCHEDULING MODEL WITH DISRUPTION
The unrelated parallel processor (UPP) problem considered in this paper is the extension from the classical UPP model without any disruption during the process. For the extended model, we still consider the UPP system that has n independent tasks, J i (i = 1,2, …, n), and m unrelated parallel processors, M j (j = 1,2, …, m), but there are disruption feature should be concerned. Both sets of task and processor are all assume available at time zero. Even there are disruptions in the system, we still assume that the task are non-preemtive where the task need to be process without interruption. Therefore, if the disruption occurs in the middle of processing task, the task should reschedule from the start, which is called as a non-resumable cases. The task can be assigned to any processor and the task migration between processor is allowed for the reschedule process. Each processor is assumed to be continuously available unless if the system having disruption. Once the disruption has been fixed, the processor immediately available until the system satisfies the stopping criteria. Each processor capable to supports one task at a time by an integer processing time except during the disruption activity.
The disruption feature that model and solve in this section is focus on resource disruption. We assume that only this type of disruption may occur at any time. Resource disruption is refer to the availability of resource is decreases for some period of time Zhu et al. [1] . The potential machine disruption is considered in which the unavailability can be predictive. The time of disruption and the duration can be expected due to managerial arrangement such as scheduled machine maintenance or recession of employee.
Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP) Model for Resource Disruption
In this section, we consider a post-disruption management for resource disruption. Post-disruption problem is a case where the disruptions occur during the execution of the initial schedule. We can only know the disruption event until the disruption really enters the system. All the remaining tasks in the system that are not complete, will be send for rescheduling. The tasks that are already processed are not involved in the reschedule. In the rescheduling model, we define a recovery objective and recovery constraints for the match up strategy to revise the remaining tasks in the system and stay close to the initial schedule during the resource disruption problem.
Recovery Objective
The recovery objective is for the rescheduling model to define a new performance measure and check the stability of the new schedule.
Deviation costs. In this case, the cost associated with the deviation between the original and the new schedule is takes into account. The idea of introducing deviation costs is to construct a new schedule to stay close to the original operational plan. Therefore, the disruption cost occurred due to the changes of the plan could be reduced. The deviation cost involved in our operation is the migration task to another processor that is different from the initial schedule. If there are no changes in the rescheduling for these criteria, no deviation cost will be applied. In order to consider the migration tasks, we let the D ij be is the migration tasks i from processor j to another processor after the disruption occurred and can be written as follows: ,
where the is the assignment for task i on processor j for the initial schedule and x ij is the variables for the current schedule for task i that processing on processor j in the rescheduling phase. The total deviation cost in terms of the total migration task is .
Multi-criteria decision making.
A disruption problem also can be modeled as multi-criteria decision making to consider not only the new environment, but also the original goal of the operational plan. The purpose of considering the original and the current objective function is that the original schedule has made many preparations (such as in terms of material, equipment, customers and the milestones). The changes in these preparations may bring additional disruption costs. Therefore, we can address the disruption problem with the following objective function:
(2) where and are given weights with + =1. In our model, y is the original performance measure which is makespan where and z is the total deviation costs, .
Recovery Constraint
We are going to adopted match-up strategies (Moratori et al. [9] ) for our rescheduling approach. Our match-up rescheduling model consists of the following main steps:
Step 1:The initial schedule of the original plan that is currently implemented in the system is identified.
Step 2:The recovery start time is determined by t s where t s is the start time for the rescheduling.
Step 3:A new MILP rescheduling model is developed, starting from t s to obtain an optimum schedule.
Step 4:The performance and the stability of the model are verified. The match up strategy for the rescheduling is to handle the disruption task in the system when the resource disruption has occurred. In order to accommodate the remaining tasks, we have to set the recovery start time. The recovery constraints are developed for the recovery start time onwards. Therefore, to implement the rescheduling MILP model, we first have to determine the rescheduling start time and we assume that the initial schedule is already known.
As an example, we use an initial schedule as in Figure 1 where the initial value of n is 10. Suppose that, during the execution of the initial schedule, there is a disruption on one of the machines at t d on a certain amount of time, p d . Therefore, all the uncompleted tasks after t d on the disrupted machine and on other machines have to be rescheduled starting from the t s . After the start time is determined, the current time index is reset to 0 and the uncompleted tasks in the system are re-index from 1 to n. To identify the t s for the rescheduling, there are two different approaches that we could use. The first approach is used in Azizoglu and Alagoz [8] and can be illustrated as in Figure 2 . Suppose the initial schedule is being processed until t d before the disruption occurred. In this approach, all the tasks on the disrupted processor and un-disrupted processor have to be rescheduled start from t d . Therefore, the reschedule start time, t s is equal to t d . Since our problem is assumed to be non-resumable, the uncomplete tasks on any processor that being process on or after t d have to be restart again. The tasks that involved in the rescheduling process are J 1 , J 3 , J 4 , J 6 , J 7 , J 8 , J 9 , J 10 . The disrupted processor, M 2 is unavailable during the rescheduling process for unit time and in this case = p d . The start time of the rescheduling process is reset and become t s = 0. The value of n is now 8. In Figure 3 , the rescheduling start time is determined by the task that being processed on the un-disrupted processor with the earliest finish time after t d (Yu and Qi [3] ). From the example, J 1 and J 8 is currently in progress on M 1 and M 2 respectively at t d . However, J 1 is finish earlier that J 8 . Therefore, the completion time of task 1, C 1 , is declared as t s and we reset it as 0 for the rescheduling process. In this case, the tasks that need to be rescheduled are n = 7 and they are J 3 , J 4 , J 6 , J 7 , J 8 , J 9 , J 10 . The M 2 is still having disruption and unavailable for = (t d + p d ) -t s unit time. If there is a case where the disruption is finish earlier than the all progressing processing tasks, the earliest finish time of the progressing processing task after t d + p d on un-disrupted processor is chosen to be t s .
FIGURE 3. Rescheduling start time when t s = (t d + p d ) -
After we determine the start time for the rescheduling, we update all the remaining information in the system for the recovery model. For this rescheduling problem, a general model based on time-indexed variables on starting time is introduced. The model defines a start time of a task being proposed on a processor. This restriction makes it possible to state the task and the disruption allocation for the problem. The 0-1 time indexed decision variable is denoted as follows: (3) where i = 1, 2, …, n, j = 1, 2, …, m and t = 1, 2, …, f.
We call a disrupted processor if it becomes unavailable at certain period of time. The disruption slot has been noticed once the disruption hits the processor. An example is a network down problem in a company. There is a last minute notice about a server down during a certain period from authorized department that they have undergoing some sudden network operation. As a result, some of the departments may experience limited or no network access to the company network drives. All the operations on the effected area have to be reschedule to face the disruption until the disruption is over.
In the model, we consider the disruption allocation problem and remain the scheduling efficiency measure in minimizing the makespan. To describe the resource disruption that have been allocated, we let A jt is the processor availability when, (4) The following MILP model contains the recovery constraints set for the rescheduling time horizon where one processor is disrupted at time 0. The assignment variables (3) are used in the model and the rescheduling model can be formulated as follows with all information have been updated to reflect the disruption allocation: subject to (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) Constraints (5) give restriction to the task assignment at the disruption time slot. Constraints (6) define the completion time of a task. Constraints (7) ensure that only a task is progressing during the execution time slot. Constraints (8) represent the completion time on a processor is less than makespan. Constraints (9) represent the deviation cost for the task migration and constraints (10) require the non-negativity for the deviation cost and makespan. Constraints (11) define the 0-1 variables used in the model.
COMPUTATIONAL EXPERIMENTS
In this computational experiment, we conduct a simulation for solving a disruption problem using the proposed model. In the test, we consider the post-disruption model using the rescheduling start time same as the disruption start time to reduce the delay in the rescheduling. To perform the model, firstly, we have to construct the initial schedules. The initial schedules are obtain using an optimum R||C max model. The variables from the initial schedules are transferred to the disruption model as parameter. Lastly, we implement the model and analyze the obtained results.
Computational Design
We generate the initial schedule and implement the disruption model using AIMMS 3.10 software on a PC with Intel Core 2 2.66 GHz 1.95 GB RAM. We setup a deterministic disruption environment with different length of disruption slots at the beginning of the schedule. We construct the following data set for the initial schedules:
1. In the system, there are 20 and 50 number of tasks. 2. The tasks are assigned to 2, 3 and 5 number of processors. In total, there are 6 combinations of processors and tasks. Table 1 shows the average of the stability measure and the CPU time for the proposed recovery MILP model that has been implemented using the above data set. In this experiment, we deal with 6 combinations of tasks and processors with 3 disruption levels, 3 weighted values and 20 replications. Therefore, we have a test data set of 1080 instances. The stability measure S, as shown in the equation (12), is to observe the stability condition of the current schedule compared to the initial schedule in term of the task migration. It is relevant to measure the stability of the current schedule since the initial schedule is optimum and to fulfill the goal of the proposed model want to maximize the match up solution of the rescheduling with the original plan. The most stable model is when the value of the stability measure is one where the rescheduling match up 100% with the initial schedule.
Computational Results on Stability Measure of Different Size Problem
From the Table 1 we have conducted an experiment for the disruption problem with different levels of disruption slot at different combination of weights in the objective function. For the disruption level, L 1 is the largest disruption slot occurred in the system, which is the maximum amount of the processing time in the system. Then, the L 2 and L 3 have a smaller slot with 50% and 25% less than L 1 respectively. Overall, the average of the stability measure for all specified size problem have minimum rate at 0.7 including the case with the lowest weight consider for the total deviation cost (i.e =0.3). The reschedule model is stable with higher stability rate when the size of problem increases. This is proved by the figure where the stability measure is higher when we compare for n = 20 and n = 50 at each disruption level. For example, we take a closer look for problem size of 20 2 and 50 2 with disruption level of L 1 . The stability measure records an increment from 0.9075 to 0.9630 respectively. These excellent results are consistent for all other levels and processors.
The average of CPU times are recorded in the table are in seconds. The times are fluctuate for every level in the same size problem as there are different finish time for every instances depend on the makespan of the initial schedule. The CPU time obtain by the case of n = 50 is longer than n = 20. These occur in the operations when a larger number enters the system and increase the usage of the operational memory. However, from the table, the proposed MILP model performed very well with a reasonable amount of time as the average of the CPU time is compute between 2.35 seconds and 38.5 minutes until the optimum solutions.
SUMMARY
In this chapter, we introduced a tasks scheduling problem on unrelated parallel processor system having a disruption that deals with availability of the resources. A recovery option for the disruption problem is to reschedule the initial plan and consider the new disruption environment. In order to revise the initial schedule, we introduce a MILP model for post-disruption case. We developed a MILP model for the post-disruption case with recovery objectives and recovery constraints as a match up strategy to stay close and minimize the deviation with the initial schedule. The MILP model for the post-disruption problem has been implemented to examine the stability measure on different size problems. The model performed with high value of the stability measure for all tested cases. The most obvious outstanding performance is the stability measure, which is improved when the number of the tasks increase and obtain optimal result within a reasonable amount of time.
